An emerging rectangular obstacle placed in a laminar boundary layer developing under a free-surface generates three vortical structures: a horseshoe vortex (HSV) in front of the obstacle, a wake downstream and two lateral recirculation zones at its sides. The present work investigates, through PIV measurements, the effect of the obstacle elongation (length over width ratio L/W ) on the HSV, which is partly indirect through the modification of the two other vortical structures. Horizontal velocity fields in the near-bottom region show that an increase of the obstacle elongation leads to a higher adverse pressure gradient in front of the obstacle, and in consequence, to the longitudinal extension of the HSV. This modification of geometry, in turn, impacts the vortex dynamics of the HSV. On top of that, maps of spectra and oscillation direction obtained from velocity fields indicate that each of the three structures (HSV, wake and lateral recirculation zones) exhibits a proper oscillation frequency. As the oscillation associated to the wake is energetically dominant and is strong enough to travel upstream, it impacts the HSV dynamics for sufficiently short obstacles.
Introduction
Flows around obstacles have been extensively studied since 1970 for their numerous applications in aerodynamics, thermal exchanges, turbo-machinery and hydraulics. These works investigated different obstacle shapes (cylinders, prisms, foils) and submergence (emerging, immersed or traversing). They showed that the horseshoe vortex (HSV) developing at the foot of the obstacle is a dominant structure that influences: (i) the bottom wall shear stress (impacting the scouring (Dey et al., 1994; Escauriaza et al., 2011a; Roulund et al., 2005) and thermal exchanges (Sabatino et al., 2008) ), (ii) the force exerted by the flow on the obstacle (impacting the efforts on the turbo-machinery blades or wings drag coefficients Roach et al., 1985) and (iii) the vortical structures released downstream (impacting the state of the downstream boundary layer). The evolution of the HSV characteristics with the obstacle and flow parameters was deeply studied (Ballio et al., 1998; Launay et al., 2017; Simpson, 2001 ). However, the focus was put on prisms with square or round bases as obstacles, leaving aside the effect of the obstacle elongation on the HSV. Yet, in the previously cited domains of application, the obstacle can exhibit low (e.g. bridge piers) or high (e.g. cooling fins) elongations. Most of the studies moreover focused on the upstream (mainly the HSV) or on the downstream (which includes the wake) but rarely on the interactions between those two regions. Studying the impact of the obstacle elongation on the HSV is, then, a first step to generalize the available results for square and round obstacles to elongated and shortened ones. In this context, the present study then focuses on the effect, on the HSV, of the streamwise length L of a rectangular prism of constant width W , emerging from a laminar, free-surface flow.
The interaction between a boundary layer -developing over a smooth wall and below a free surface -and a rectangular emerging obstacle leads to the appearance of three flow structures (Larousse et al., 1993 ) (see Fig. 1 ): (i) a complex zone of recirculation in front of the obstacle, named "horseshoe vortex" (HSV). This recirculation is due to the adverse pressure gradient created by the obstacle, that causes the separation of the boundary layer. (ii) A large recirculation downstream of the obstacle, named "wake". (iii) Additional lateral recirculations along each side of the obstacle, starting at the obstacle upstream vertical edges (Hwang et al., 2004; Lander et al., 2018; Larousse et al., 1993) . These recirculations are mingled with the wake for short obstacles and reattach on the obstacle sides for long enough obstacles. Still, Sau et al. (2003) showed that for some configurations, these zones can appear only at a certain elevation above the bottom wall, because of the effect of the boundary layer.
The laminar HSV is composed of several vortices aligned from the boundary layer separation to the location of the obstacle face. Those vortices can exhibit complex dynamics (Launay et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2008 ) (motion, growth and diffusion) and interact with each other, leading in partic- Figure 1 : Sketch of the flow around an obstacle emerging from a free-surface. The flow is expected to be threedimensional in its lower part (which is not completely represented here), due to the boundary layer developing on the bottom wall. ular to vortex merging. Schwind (1962) and Greco (1990) implemented a qualitative typology for the dynamics of the HSV, based on flow visualizations. Extending this typology, Launay et al. (2017) introduced a more quantitative typology, based on PIV measurements. This typology comprised 7 regimes, with five of them having a periodical behaviour. For high Reynolds numbers, the HSV is turbulent and exhibits a complex behavior, notably featuring a bimodal dynamics (Paik, Escauriaza, et al., 2007) . The transition from laminar to turbulent HSV is intermittent and exhibits casual bursts of turbulence (Escauriaza et al., 2011b) . The evolution of the HSV general characteristics (size, number of vortices, vortex average position) with the flow parameters were summed up by Ballio et al. (1998) for studies prior to 1995 and studied more recently by Lin et al. (2008) and Launay et al. (2017) . Nevertheless, none of these studies investigated the effect of the obstacle elongation.
For a rectangular obstacle (Fig. 1) , the wake region starts at the downstream vertical edges of the obstacle and ends as the flow re-attaches. For a given range of Reynold numbers, the wake is known to exhibit a periodical behaviour characterized by vortex shedding. In the case of an obstacle placed upon a flat plate, the developing boundary layer modifies the wake oscillation characteristics and leads to Strouhal numbers (Okajima, 1982) that vary with the vertical distance from the bottom wall (Dargahi, 1989) . Moreover, Chen et al. (1995) showed that the transition from a periodical to a fully turbulent wake appears for higher Reynolds numbers in the case of an obstacle placed upon a solid wall (Re W = 3000) than in the case of an infinitely high obstacle (Re W = 300). Besides, these authors showed that a vertical flow confinement (due to a free-surface for example) stabilizes the wake further.
The question of the influence of the wake on the HSV is still open. Baker (1978) observed that precluding the wake oscillation (by adding a plate in the plane of symmetry downstream to the obstacle) does not induce any modification in the HSV behaviour, and Ballio et al. (1998) , in their literature reviews, estimated that the HSV is only influenced by the shape and width of the upstream part of the obstacle. On the other hand, Baker (1991) reported two oscillation frequencies in the HSV, the first one caused by the instability of the HSV vortices and the second one being a global oscillation, linked by Marakkos et al. (2006) to the wake oscillation. Paik and Sotiropoulos (2005) performed numerical simulations featuring a HSV spatially close to a downstream recirculation. However, their configuration prevents the generation of high energy oscillations in the downstream recirculation, and thus, they did not observe any interactions between the two structures. In another configuration, Paik, Sotiropoulos, and Porté-Agel (2009) studied numerically the interaction between the HSV and a wake generated by another obstacle placed upstream. To the authors knowledge, only two articles investigated the impact of the obstacle elongation L/W on the flow around. For immersed rectangular obstacles, Larousse et al. (1993) (Larousse et al., 1993) ) indicate that the dimensionless distance between the boundary layer separation distance increases with the obstacle elongation L/W . Nevertheless, this effect is expected to be caused by the increasing obstacle height which results in a higher adverse pressure gradient upstream of the obstacle, and consequently a precocious boundary layer separation. Younis et al. (2014) studied the evolution of the HSV for three immersed obstacles with varying elongations and shapes and did not report any modification of the HSV properties. Their configuration however differs from the present configuration, as the rounded shape of their obstacles prohibits the development of the wake and lateral recirculation zones. In summary, no conclusion can be drawn on the isolated effect of the elongation L/W of a rectangular obstacle on the HSV extension and dynamics.
The aim of the present work is then, for a given laminar free-surface flow interacting with an emerging rectangular obstacle, to : (i) measure the influence of the obstacle elongation (L/W ) on the three main structures of the flow (HSV, lateral recirculation zones and wake), and (ii) identify their mutual interactions.
Experimental method
The flow velocity fields are measured using 2D particle image velocimetry (PIV) in the upstream vertical plane of symmetry (z = 0) and in the horizontal plane around the obstacle, near the bottom wall (y ≈ 2 mm, i.e. 3.3% of the approaching water depth). These measurements permit to characterize the HSV dynamics (vertical planes) and the interactions between the three flow structures (horizontal planes). Note however that the lateral recirculation zones and the wake are known to be three-dimensional near the bottom wall. For this reason, horizontal measurements of these structures in the vicinity of the bottom wall do not allow to access their complete characteristics.
A 532 nm, 4 W continuous laser with a Powell lens is used to illuminate 10 µm hollow glass spheres (density ρ = 1.1) included as tracers in the flow. Images of the displacement of these particles are recorded with a mono-chromatic, 12bit, 2048x1088 pixels camera, at a frequency of 2Hz (more than 20 times the highest frequency exhibited by the flow) more than 20 periods of HSV and wake oscillations. Image treatments and PIV computations are realized using DaVis software (Lavision) and further velocity field treatments are performed using Python (Python Software Foundation). Image treatments include ortho-rectification, background removal, intensity capping and moving average. PIV computations are performed using cross-correlation with 50% overlapping and adaptive interrogation windows (sizes from 64 to 16 pixels), leading to a spatial resolution of approximately 0.2 mm per pixel.
The accuracy of the velocity measurements is of great importance for flow dynamics study. For this reason, a special care is taken in reducing the measurement uncertainties. The Stokes number associated to the tracers is St p = 0.04 for the maximum measured velocity. According to Tropea et al. (2007) , this results in an uncertainty associated to the particles advection of less than ±1%. Uncertainty on the measured velocity (±2%) is estimated using the method from Wieneke (2015) . The reproducibility of the flow generation procedure and of the PIV measurement is ascertained by the good agreement between vertical and horizontal measurements regarding (i) the boundary layer separation position, (ii) the HSV characteristic frequency and (iii) the velocity along x on the common line at y = 2mm and z = 0 (relative difference at most of 2%). PIV measurements at the position of the obstacle, performed before introducing it, reveal that the boundary layer shape factor H = 2.64 is very close to the value of 2.59 expected for a laminar Blasius boundary layer. The boundary layer thickness, however, slightly differs from the Blasius solution (δ/δ blasius = 0.82). Launay et al. (2017) showed that this effect was due to the confinement of the free-surface. This confinement can also explain the existence of a laminar boundary layer for such high Reynolds number (Re h = 4800, see below).
To investigate the interactions between the oscillating behavior of the three flow structures, a flow regime exhibiting an oscillating HSV and an oscillating wake is selected. In this flow configuration, the dynamics of the HSV belongs to flow type "amalgamating" in the typology of Greco (1990) and "merging" in the typology from Launay et al. (2017) . and on the ambient temperature) to the dimensionless parameters give an uncertainty between 1% and 3.5% on L/W , of 10% on Re h , of 3% on W/h, and of 3.5% on h/δ.
Results
This section discusses the influence of the obstacle elongation L/W on the HSV shape and dynamics (Section 3.1) and on the characteristic oscillation frequencies (Section 3.2), while its final part is dedicated to the impact of the wake oscillation on the HSV (Section 3.3). Fig. 2 presents the structure and periodical dynamics of the vortices composing the HSV for a long obstacle (L/W = 6). A period consists of a phase of vortex advection (from t/T hsv = 0 to 0.5 in Fig. 2 ) followed by a vortex merging (between t/T hsv = 0.5 and t/T hsv = 0.75). Besides, measurements in the horizontal plane near the bottom wall ( Fig. 3) reveal that the vortices roll around the obstacle and remain visible until they leave the measurement zone (for elongated obstacles), such as L/W = 6 or until they are destroyed by the wake recirculation (for short obstacles, such as L/W = 0.4) Ballio et al. (1998) ). λ is extracted from measurements in the vertical plane of symmetry (e.g. Fig. 2 ) by linearly extrapolating the zero-velocity line down to the bottom wall. While the HSV exhibits a complex dynamics, the separation position does not change in time (as also observed by Launay et al. (2017) for HSV in such regime). As the uncertainty on the velocity is estimated small (±2%), the uncertainty on λ (±0.33 mm) can be estimated from the velocity field spatial resolution ∆y = 0.2mm and the extrapolation properties. Figure 4 indicates that λ increases with L/W but tends to stabilize to a constant value after a threshold value of L/W = 4, in agreement with the empirical correlation from Launay et al. (2017) for long obstacles. Younis et al. (2014) rather reported a value of L/W ≈ 1 for this threshold. In order to shed the light on this threshold value, a simple model based on the potential flow theory is presented herein. The streamwise pressure gradient ∂p ∂x in the vertical plane of symmetry upstream of the obstacle is estimated using potential flow computation (Fig. 5) for each obstacle elongation.
Impact of the obstacle elongation on the HSV
As this pressure gradient is at the origin of the boundary layer separation, one can get a rough estimate of the distance between the obstacle and the boundary layer separation λ cp by choosing an adequate critical value k for the pressure coefficient gradient :
with C p = p/(ρu 2 D /2) the pressure coefficient. Fitting the value of k on the experimental data (least square method) results in k = 0.00113 and the dashed line in Fig. 4 . The good agreement between the measurements and the fit of Eq. 1 indicates that the modification of λ is strongly linked to the modification of the pressure gradient. Taking into account the lateral recirculation zones as part of the obstacle in the potential flow computation (as illustrated by Fig. 5b) increases the adverse pressure gradient upstream of the obstacle (not shown here). This leads to a different fitted value of k, but does not improve the agreement for the boundary layer separation distance. For L/W = 1, the value of λ/W = 1.77 (see Fig. 4 ) can be compared to the value obtained by Larousse et al. (1993) of λ/W = 1.3 (once adapted using the method from Ballio et al. 1998 ). The discrepancy between those values is due to the difference of configuration (emerging obstacle in the present study, and immersed obstacle for Larousse et al. (1993) ), which causes a modification of the down-flow strength, as reported by Sadeque et al. (2008) .
The evolution of λ with L/W is associated to an evolution of the HSV vortices dynamics, as illustrated on Fig. 6 by mean vortex trajectories measured in the vertical plane of symmetry. Mean trajectories are obtained by averaging the trajectories of successive vortices, allowing to visualize synthetically the vortices main paths. The mean trajectories can be seen as a synthetic representation of the dynamics exhibited by the HSV: vortices appear in the upstream part of the HSV, are advected downstream, and disappear by merging with the following vortex. The HSV dynamics is slightly modified with the increase of the obstacle elongation. As L/W increases, the main (downstream-most) vortex (i) travels further downstream before going back to merge with the secondary vortex, and (ii) is no longer detected as it goes back upstream towards the secondary vortex, indicating that its circulation reduces drastically.
Two major conclusions can finally be drawn regarding the effect of the obstacle elongation: (i) it increases the separation distance of the HSV λ through the modification of the adverse pressure gradient generated by the obstacle, and (ii) this increase of the HSV streamwise extension affects the vortex dynamics. Uncertainties on λ associated to the PIV measurement can be estimated to be of ∆λ/W ± 3.3 × 10 −3 .
Characteristic frequencies of the three flow structures
Each of the three flow structures (HSV, lateral recirculation zones and wake) exhibits a periodical behaviour, schematized on Fig. 7 : (i) The HSV is in a periodic regime, characterized by a frequency linked to the vortex motion (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 6 ), the resulting oscillation is oriented in the streamwise direction (along x) in the plane of symmetry.
(ii) The shear layer along the separating streamline of the lateral recirculation zones can generate vortices (Lander et al., 2018 ) (as seen on Fig. 3 for L/W = 6) and thus create a periodic oscillation perpendicular to the shear layer. (iii) The wake generates a periodic oscillation in the transverse direction (along z) due to the alternative shedding of vortices (visible for L/W = 0.4 at t/T hsv = 0.75 on Fig. 3 ).
Velocity spectra are gathered at the locations associated with the three flow structures (S hsv , S lrz , S wake on Fig. 7) and are plotted for L/W = 1.25 on Fig. 9 . These spectra allow to identify the characteristic frequencies associated with each of the three periodic oscillations. The spectral densities indicate a peak frequency of f wake = 0.016Hz at S wake and a peak frequency of f hsv = 0.025Hz at S hsv . The wake oscillation is more energetic than the HSV oscillation (considering the integrals of the spectral density peaks). For S lrz , the spectral density shows a peak frequency at f wake , and a smaller peak at f lrz = 0.167 Hz, which corresponds to the qualitatively observed vortex shedding frequency in the lateral recirculation zone. Based on scaling arguments and experiments, Lander et al. (2018) predict a ratio f lrz /f wake = 0.18Re Okajima (1982) for immersed rectangular obstacles. The intensity of the wake oscillation decreases rapidly from L/W = 0.4 to L/W = 1.5 (white squares on Fig. 11) , reaching a very low value for L/W > 2. For L/W < 1.25, the lateral recirculation zones do not show any peak frequency (at S lrz ), the shear layer being too short to shed vortices. For higher values of L/W , the lateral recirculation zones characteristic frequency remains relatively constant, at f lrz ≈ 0.165Hz.
To conclude, each of the three flow structures (HSV, wake and lateral recirculation zones) exhibits a proper characteristic frequency which does not evolve much with W/L. The increasing values of λ with increasing elongation is thus not related to a change of oscillation frequency.
Interactions between the wake and the HSV
The wake oscillation can, in the case of short obstacles, propagate upstream and impact the dynamics of the lateral zones of recirculation and the HSV. This effect is visible on the boundary layer separation saddle point position, which spatially oscillates in front of the obstacle along the z axis (see white symbols for L/W = 0.4 in Fig. 3 ) at a frequency equal to 0.016Hz. This frequency differs significantly from the HSV peak oscillation frequency f hsv = 0.025Hz but equals the wake oscillation frequency f wake = 0.016Hz (see Fig. 10 ). The transverse oscillation amplitude of this saddle point (A z ) is plotted on Fig. 11 as a function of L/W , and shows a non-negligible value (one third of the obstacle width) for L/W = 0.4 and a rapid decrease for larger L/W values, becoming negligible for L/W > 2. This evolution can be explained by the combined effect, as L/W increases, of the decreasing wake oscillation intensity (squares on Fig. 11 ) and of the increasing distance separating the wake and the HSV. Fig. 12 shows the spatial distribution in the horizontal plane of the oscillation intensity (colours) and direction (rod orientation) for the two main frequencies f hsv and f wake and for L/W = 0.4.
Those oscillation maps are obtained using the following methodology : (i) For each measurement point, the spectral densities (S x and S z ) and the associated phase spectra (Φ x and Φ z ) are obtained by FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) for the two horizontal velocity components v x and v z . (ii) Os- 
As expected, for frequency f hsv (Fig. 12a) , the HSV main oscillation is aligned along x in the upstream symmetry plane. As the HSV rolls around the obstacle, and until x/W = 0.5, its main oscillation direction remains roughly oriented toward the obstacle centre. Further downstream (x/W > 0.5), the HSV oscillation intensity decreases, due to its interaction with the wake. The double branch formed by Figure 7 : Schematic diagram illustrating the three structures (HSV, lateral recirculation zone and wake) oscillation directions. S hsv , S lrz and S wake are the locations where the three structures characteristic frequencies are measured (see Fig. 9 ). the HSV at x/W ≈ 1 seems to be an effect of the HSV flapping along the z axis caused by the wake oscillation (visible on Fig. 3 for L/W = 0.4). It is unlikely that the important oscillation intensities at frequency f hsv in the wake are the result of the HSV oscillation and they are more probably due to the wake frequency spreading (visible on the wake velocity spectrum in Fig. 9) , the wake carrying a non-negligible quantity of proper energy at the frequency f hsv . Finally, the small oscillation intensities upstream from the obstacle area in Fig. 12a indicate that the HSV influence does not travel further upstream than x/W = −0.75.
Regarding frequency f wake (Fig. 12b) , oscillation intensities are globally more energetic than for f hsv . As expected, the maximum intensity appears in the wake region, along the transverse direction (along z). This strong oscillation zone bypasses the obstacle toward upstream, passing through : (i) the lateral recirculation zone (where the main oscillation , purple curve for the lateral recirculation zone (point S lrz ), and blue curve for the wake (point S wake ). Power spectral densities are computed using the method from Welch (1967) , with a window of 1000s (500 points). Dashed vertical lines indicate peak frequencies. Uncertainty on the peak frequencies (±0.7%) is estimated from the resolution (in Hz) of the spectrum.
direction is streamwise), the influence of the wake on this zone having already being observed on the spectral density ( Fig. 9) for L/W = 1.25 at point S lrz , (ii) the HSV zone, where the oscillation direction is transverse (along z), the wake being at the origin of the transverse oscillation of the boundary layer separation point position (already reported on Fig. 3 for L/W = 0.4 and Fig. 11 ). In conclusion, for short obstacles (L/W < 2), the wake generates a global circular oscillation, centred around a point in the obstacle (as indicated by grey-headed arrows on Fig. 12b ) that is modified by the impact of the HSV (black arrows in Fig. 12b ).
Conclusion
One major conclusion of this work is that each of the three flow structures (HSV, lateral recirculation zones and wake) exhibits a proper characteristic frequency, revealing that they all generate perturbations independently. This indicates that none of the three structures results from the perturbation generated by another one. Notably, the wake oscillation, despite its high intensity, is not responsible for the HSV vortices dynamics (in the streamwise direction) or of the vortex shedding in the lateral recirculation zones. The impact of the obstacle elongation on the HSV can be summarized in 4 points:
(i) As shown by potential flow computations, the increasing elongation of the obstacle causes a stronger adverse pressure gradient, leading to a precocious separation (Okajima, 1982) . Dashed line represents the HSV frequency obtained using the correlation from Launay et al. (2017) .
of the boundary layer.
(ii) This increase of the boundary layer separation distance affects the HSV dynamics, and affects its vortices motion.
(iii) For short obstacles, the wake vortex shedding disturbances travel upstream and impact the HSV, leading to a global transverse oscillation. For long obstacles (L/W > 2), the wake has no effect on the HSV (Fig. 11) .
(iv) The HSV coherency is rapidly damped (by the wake for short obstacles and by the lateral recirculation zones for long obstacles) as it wraps around the obstacle towards downstream.
Both the modification of the boundary layer separation distance and of the transverse oscillation of the HSV (provoked by the wake) should affect the bottom wall shear stress distribution. Consequently, the scouring starting point, as well as the final bed topography may differ for two obstacles with different elongations. For the same reason, the thermal exchanges through the bottom wall should be affected by the obstacle elongation. The obstacle elongation also affects the flow structures oscillation intensities, which would impact the oscillatory behavior in the case of turbo-machinery blades. Note however that this study only investigated the impact of the obstacle elongation for one flow configuration. The other parameters of the flow (Re h , h/δ, W/h and F r, see Launay et al. 2017) are also expected to affect the flow properties. Additional work would be required to properly characterize the impact of these parameters on the wake/HSV interactions. . Grey-headed arrows indicate the direction of oscillation due to the wake. Black-headed arrows indicate the oscillation disturbances due to the HSV. It is to be noted that the color map differs for (a) and (b).
